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Abstract. This paper discusses about the possibility of ultra-wideband (UWB) antenna integration into an integrated circuit (IC) chip together with other parts of the electronics system
in a standard CMOS manufacturing technology. Recently, researches has come to the conclusion
that UWB technology, and its lower band of the frequency range in particular, represents a very
attractive communication option for implantable biosensors. The presence of human tissue significantly influences characteristics of an electromagnetic radiator at low frequency that benefits in
the integration capability. Therefore, the feasibility analysis of the anntena integration taking the
traditional planar spiral square Archimedean antenna (PSSAA) incorporating the shielding layer
is addressed, and possibilities of the radiation improvement in the future research are discussed in
this paper.
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Introduction

spread values below 1 ns for vertical polarization)
to those achieved for medical implant communication service (MICS) band. The most recent publication [5] confirms the predicted applicability of
the impulse radio UWB (IR–UWB) in living tissue,
where the bit–error–rate (BER) of 10−2 at 120 mm
distance from an animal surface was achieved. This
proves the suitability of IR–UWB technology deployment (particularly lower frequency band starting from 3.1 GHz) also in deep implantable biosensor applications.
Despite the well-explored IR–UWB transmitter
configuration, the challenge to find the most suitable antenna solution still persist. This issue takes
on the seriousness with the intention to integrate
the UWB antenna on chip together with other electronics, where reasonable antenna dimensions and
radiation characteristics are targeted and the idea
is supported by exploitation of the high permittivity tissue.
Section 2 is dedicated to a brief survey of ultrawideband antennas, e.i. fmax − fmin ≥ 500 M Hz
realized in a standard CMOS process, where fmax
and fmin ) are high and low antenna corner frequencies, respectively and their difference represents the
effective frequency band of an antenna.

In the last few decades, the popularity of communication technologies utilizing the wide band of radio
spectrum increased significantly. This is a consequence of requirements for high data rate capability
(Gbps order of magnitude), where the most attractive applications can be found in mobile communication and high–quality multimedia data transfer.
In the present time, the evolution of wireless access technologies is about to reach its fifth generation (5G) working in millimeter waves (mmWave),
where communication about 28 GHz and 38 GHz
center frequencies introduces the most promising
choose [1]. On the other hand, for communications,
computing and consumer electronics that require
wireless systems delivering multiple gigabits of data
throughput operating on license-exempt radio spectrum, frequencies in 60 GHz range are benefited [2].
Favor of high frequency for communication predetermines the possibility of antenna integration directly on a chip, as will be demonstrated in Section
2. However, the utilization of such high frequencies
is completely infeasible for deep-implanted biosensors. These frequencies can be useful exclusively in
subcutaneous applications [3].
Raul Chavez–Santiago et al. investigated the possibility of deploying the UWB technology in deep
implantable sensors [4]. It has been observed that 2 Previous work
this technology (especially lower frequency band)
for human tissue with a thickness of less than Several antenna design contributions in a standard
100 mm shows comparable values of path loss (≤ CMOS process, especially for frequency of 60 GHz
60 dB with the predicted root–mean–square delay and above have been presented so far. Here, the
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ultra-wideband properties of the antenna can be
achieved much easier also using standard narrowband antennas types such as monopole, dipole, slot
and patch antennas [6]. Primarily, this phenomenon
is due to tighter antenna coupling with lossy substrate, which significantly modifies near-field radiation and influences the radiation characteristics.
Naturally, there exist a lot of innovative design
techniques such as bond–wire like antenna, (cavity,
reflector, dielectric, artificial magnetic conductor,
CMOS-MEMS, etc.)–based antenna and antenna
arrays [7]–[12]. On the other hand, regarding the
lower frequencies, the research is much poorer because of unacceptably high price in terms of the
chip total dimensions. If we look closer at the IRUWB frequency band of interest, e.i 3.1−10.5 GHz,
the overview presented in Table 1. can be carried
out.

tor. Also [13] and [17] presented attractive solutions
in terms of working frequency and reasonable form
factor, however, the antenna gain between −25 dBi
and −30 dBi is expected.
However, it should be noted that so far no onchip implementation of an antenna in a standard
CMOS process has been analyzed in conjunction
with the implantable biosensors and living tissue
interaction. With the fast development of smart
biosensors and implants using wireless communication, this option becomes more attractive. Moreover, since implantable biosensors are very complex
heterogeneous systems often vertically integrated
into a 3D vertical stack, the chip area sacrificed
for the antenna implementation could be effectively
utilized for electronics and other parts of the system, if a proper antenna design and shielding with
reasonable antenna properties will be incorporated.

Table 1. On–chip antenna review for IR-UWB frequency band realized in a standard CMOS process
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[13]
[14]
[15]
[16]
[17]
multiturn
tripleantenna
spiralmono- meander
loop
resonance
type
slot
pole dipole
dipole
dipole
lower
freq.
3.8
≈8.5
3.5
8
3
[GHz]
freq.
band
2
≈2
21.7
2
–
[GHz]
gain [dBi]
–
-10
≈-16.3∗ -27.4
–
shielding
no
yes
no
no
no
max. dimension
3
0.78
4.2
3.37
4
[mm]
∗

calculated from [18] considering perfect antenna matching.

Most of the referred antennas have the spiral structure leading to significant improvement of
the antenna form factor, and particularly, works
presented in [14] and [15] represent theoretically a promising solution for the research area
of implantable biosensors. However, [14] suffers
from excessively narrow frequency band, and the
low frequency corner persists still too high that
can be a problem in the case of replacement of
power-hungry IR-UWB receiver by a low-power
asynchronous wake–up receiver working in industrial, scientific and medical (ISM) radio bands
(2.45 GHz, 5.8 GHz). Nevertheless, this solution is
still unique in terms of lossy substrate isolation by
a shielding layer, resulting in the antenna gain improvement. Unlike the previous case, the antenna
design presented in [15] has mightily wider frequency band in opposite the low antenna gain (calculated for 10 GHz frequency) and worse form fac-

Designed IR-UWB antenna

In our research, we focus on traditional planar spiral square Archimedean antenna (PSSAA), as one
of the most promising ultra-wideband antenna solutions for on-chip implementation done using in
a standard 90 nm CMOS process. In general, the
PSSAA is considered as being a naturally ultrawideband antenna with circular polarization, good
directional ability and favourable form factor (FF),
i.e F F ≈ (1.25/4)λmax in traditional antenna
design, where λmax corresponds to low-band frequency. In addition, the active radiation area is located directly between the adjacent wires. However,
there is a presumption that such an antenna will require larger area with respect to solutions presented
in Table 1. This disadvantage can be partially reduced by a novel design concept introduced in [19],
where the presence of a shielding layer is necessary
to protect the electronics from the antenna electromagnetic interaction.
The initial simulations were performed using 12turns PSSAA located on the top layer (AL RDL
layer in the selected technology) with 12 µm width
and incorporating the fully filled shielding layer realized using the UTM layer (layer located just below the AL RDL layer). The number of turns was
retained and only wc (parameter directly defining
FF [19] was varied in further simulations. Results
achieved within this analysis are depicted in Fig.1,
where an important observation can be made, e.i.
the antenna gain increases with its dimensions.
However, the saturated trend of individual curves
can be also observed. This is a consequence of
the total loss of mutual coupling between adjacent wires due to the shielding layer presence. For
this reason, the symmetry edge coupled microstrip
transmission line (SECMTL) (as the PSSAA at the
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simplified first glance looks like) incorporating the keeping the width constant, the differential permitinhomogeneous substrate is investigated.
tivity increases implicated the closer coupling with
the shield layer. Rapid decrease of εef f towards
lower wire dimensions, represents the ”hooking” of
the antenna wires radiation with each other leading to improvement of radiation characteristics of
PSSAA.

Fig. 1. Antenna gain versus the maximum antenna
dimensions.

3.1

Edge coupled microstrip transmission
line investigation

Fig. 2. Coupling coefficient k (left) and differential
effective permittivity εef f (right) as a function of wire
width and wire space (with the absence of human
tissue; valid for 3.1 GHz).
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For better understanding of the behaviour of
PSSAA designed in TSMC CLM90 standard
CMOS process and investigation of the effect of
shielding layer, simulations of the SECMTL coupling coefficient k was performed as the most testifying parameter of mutual coupling. Also the differential effective permittivity εef f was listed for
clearness. The achieved simulation results for the
low corner frequency are demonstrated in Fig.2.
Parameter k is defined as
k=

Zo,e − Zo,o
4Zo,cm − Zo,dif f
=
,
Zo,e + Zo,o
4Zo,cm + Zo,dif f

(1)

where Zo,cm and Zo,dif f are common and differential characteristic impedances of the SECMTL,
respectively.
From these two graphs, one can observe that
there exists only a limited area (bottom–left corner), where the coupling coefficient is better than
10%. This area is characterized by small wire width
and space between individual wires that converged
to the limits of TSMC CLM90 standard CMOS
process dimensions (3 µm for width and 2 µm for
space). Unfortunately, too small dimensions of the
antenna wires can lead to high parasitic resistance,
and also the yield of integrated circuit production
can be affected. Obviously, this is the reason why
gain shown in Fig. 1 is considerably small (valid for
12 µm constant width and ≤ 12µm varying space
of individual antenna wires). From Fig. 2b we can
also conclude that by increasing the gap between
wires while maintaining the number of turns and

Discussion and conclusion

This paper presents the research that is based on
our previous work [19], where the novel concept of a
planar fully integrated implantable biosensors was
introduced. Preliminary simulation results showed
unsatisfying antenna radiation characteristics, especially antenna gain, although ultra-wideband behaviour was demonstrated. To improve the antenna
gain, the SECMTL analysis including properties of
TSMC CLM90 standard CMOS process was performed. It has been demonstrated that realization
of the PSSAA on the top layer and using a shielding
layer just under it did not lead to an acceptable solution. To overcome this undesired behaviour and
ensure the possibility of future PSSAA optimization, we suggest relocation of the shielding layer
to one layer below, in particular, to 3XTM layer
that has comparable resistivity parameter to UTM
layer. This solution increases the space between antenna and the shielding layer to slightly more than
3.4 µm, which offers possibilities for antenna radiation improvement. The profit of this approach is
demonstrated in Fig.3. where antenna gain increase
from −93.5 dBi to −73.9 dBi. We must note that
present of effective radiation shielding is observed
at higher antenna dimensions [19].
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Fig. 3. Demonstration of PSSAA antenna radiation
pattern improvement before (left) and after (righ) the
shielding layer relocation (wc = 1262 µm,
f = 9.5 GHz).
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